Structural homology of lens crystallins. III. Secondary structure estimation from circular dichroism and prediction from amino acid sequences.
Circular dichroism spectra (196-240 nm) of calf alpha-, beta H-, beta L- and gamma-crystallins were measured and analyzed over the entire wavelength range with five curve-fitting procedures for estimating protein secondary structure. For gamma-crystallin the estimates are in good agreement with the X-ray structure. For all four crystallins the estimates are very similar: 0-9% alpha-helix and 51-68% beta-sheet. This is in accordance with the three-dimensional homology of beta Bp- and gamma 2-crystallin polypeptide chains as postulated from their 30% sequence homology, and suggests that alpha A- and alpha B-crystallin chains may also have a corresponding structure. Secondary structure elements in the four amino acid sequences were predicted using two different comprehensive prediction methods. For gamma 2-crystallin the predictions of beta-sheet are in good agreement with the X-ray structure and with circular dichroism estimates. For beta Bp-crystallin only the C-terminal domain secondary structure predictions are considered satisfactory, which possibly relates to the proposed role of the N-terminal domain in subunit interactions. The combined predictions for alpha A- and alpha B-chains (3% helix, 49% sheet) are in excellent agreement with circular dichroism. Moreover, the good alignment of predicted beta-sheet segments in alpha-crystallin chains with known beta-sheet strands in gamma 2- (and presumably beta Bp-) crystallin strongly supports a similar 4-motif folding pattern in all four calf crystallin chains.